
Table 1.1 Comparing Transnational Processes

Organized Role of Role of
Larger Consumer Exporting Importing

Specific Aim Campaign Pressure State State

Sullivan, Workplace Anti-apartheid, U.S. churches, South African Explicit threat
1977 to 1994 integration and anti-racism students, and state (during of increased 

affirmative action pension funds apartheid) viewed sanctions against 
as enforcing South Africa
discrimination

Rugmark, To monitor looms, Anti-child labor German Indian state viewed Explicit threat of
1992–94 to rescue children from churches, by activists as market closure
the present carpet industry UNICEF, and complicit in against carpets 

other child permitting child made with child
groups; U.S. labor labor
churches and
politicians

COVERCO, To improve Central American U.S. student Guatemalan state Explicit threat of
1996 to the working human rights groups and viewed as non- market closure if
present conditions across concerns and universities enforcing, possibly labor law reform 

Guatemala, including globalization of U.S. complicit in permitting not enacted
maquilas apparel industry labor law violations

Source: Author’s compilation.



Table 1.2 Comparing Monitoring Schemes

Monitoring Funding Local Alternative
Agency Source Relations Codes

Sullivan, Arthur D. Little, Corporations seeking Tensions with Not for American 
1977 to 1994 accounting firm monitoring of unions and anti- firms

subsidiaries and apartheid activists
affiliates

Rugmark, Independent NGO Exporters paying for Tensions with unions Several, both private 
1992–94 monitoring and child labor and state-run
to the present subcontractors activists

COVERCO, Independent NGO Brands paying for Some tensions with Several, both private
1996 to the present monitoring unions; close working and through industry

subcontractors; U.S. relations with human coordinating council
government programs rights groups; now
and labor rights working with Ministry 
groups of Labor

Source: Author’s compilation.



within a universal community, especially since the United Nations
adopted the “Universal Declaration of Human Rights” in 1948.

The dynamics of local struggles over citizenship and international
campaigns around human rights differ in important dimensions. Histori-
cally, labor campaigns have sought to protect vulnerable members of a lo-
cal community, often invoking local norms and citing the need to protect
one’s neighbors; in general, when local labor activists call on their national
state to protect “rights” at work, they speak in terms of regulating rela-
tionships within an existing community. By contrast, “human rights” are
advanced in more universal terms: human rights discourse tends to ex-
plicitly reject local variation and instead assert commonalities across con-
texts, setting an international standard for the treatment of all individuals
regardless of their local cultures or traditions. Often drawing on the prin-
ciples of the European Enlightenment, human rights activists evoke broad
moral standards and hold actors up to a set of principles considered con-
stant and global (Sikkink 1993). As an international movement that often
appeals to an ill-defined “international community” to enforce global
standards (Malkki 1994), the human rights movement invokes a far more
universalistic approach than the locally defined concerns of citizenship,
and it appeals to broad audiences rather than to policymakers embedded
within national governments or specific cultural contexts.

Citizenship is a protean concept allowing local actors to articulate a
wide variety of claims shaped to fit local circumstances. Despite that
variation, it is important to recognize that for most of the past two cen-
turies, labor rights have been central to citizenship narratives every-
where. Militant labor movements since the mid-nineteenth century
have drawn on the language of citizenship as they sought state protec-
tion for workers. Especially since T. H. Marshall (1950/1992) published
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Figure 2.1 Human Rights “Boomerang”

Source: Adapted from Keck and Sikkink (1998).
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his classic arguments about the different stages of citizenship, unions
have argued that full citizenship is in fact defined by state protection of
citizens’ living and working conditions. As social and economic rights
have come to be viewed as a logical extension of political inclusion,
workers and their communities have voted for politicians who support
government policies to strengthen workplace protections and unions’
bargaining power, and organized labor takes as axiomatic the idea that
states should regulate the workplace and protect the dignity of workers
and their families (Somers 2005). By the late twentieth century, demo-
cratic citizenship had come to be defined, in large measure, in terms of
states that routinely enforced labor laws, through protections for work-
ers backed by inspections, sanctions, and a range of other mechanisms
regulating working conditions, employer behavior, and collective bar-
gaining processes. This pattern of political mobilization has had very
tangible results. As Dani Rodrik (1999) concluded in a large cross-na-
tional study, “democracies pay higher wages”; when citizens vote in
democratic elections, workers and their families tend to support a reg-
ulatory framework that protects and improves working conditions.

To say that labor rights have historically been defined through local
struggles is not, of course, to suggest that unionists are inevitably pro-
tectionist or parochial. Indeed, organized labor could be described as
one of the oldest transnational social movements, stemming back to the
earliest beginnings of industrial unionism. As craft unionism gradually
gave way to industrial organization in mid-nineteenth-century Europe,
workers seeking a broader base for collective action regularly called on
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Figure 2.2 Stateless Consumer-Based Regulatory Vision

Source: Author’s calculations.
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